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AIM is one of the world leading
companies in Data acquisition for
Racing applications.
Established in 1976, for
almost 20 years AIM
worked in developing
solutions for Data
acquisition systems and
process control in the
industrial environment.
In 1994 AIM developed
its first data logger for
car application, Rasti,
the forerunner of the
current production.

In the following years
many successful products were launched, like
the MyChron range and
MXL, the professional
dash with integrated
data acquisition, until
the newest David2 Data
Video Recorder and
SmartyCam, the only
camcorder with data
overlay.
Different products for
different applications,
with the same common

factor: great innovation
ability.
AIM develops winning
technical skills in the
Racing world, setting
new standards in many
application fields: from
Kart to Auto, Bike, Jr.
Dragster and even
Formula1 Motor Boat and
Snowmobile!
Each AIM system is
totally designed,
manufactured and tested
by its technicians.

The R&D team is
composed of electronic
and mechanical
engineers, physicists and
other specialists, who
develop firmware,
software,
hardware and the
related documentation.
Today, AIM is at the
leading edge in Racing
Technology.
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MYCHRON LIGHT TG

MYCHRON3 GOLD

FEATURES

FEATURES

- Dimensions
82 x 62.5 x 24.5 mm
(3.2 x 2.5 x 1 inches)
- Backlight feature
(optional)
- Power supply:
internal or external
from 7 to 15 V
- Built - in clock, calendar
and database for laps
management
- Lap times histogram and
theoretical best laptime
analysis feature
- Optional USB cable for
gauge configuration,
data download and
firmware upgrade
- 128 KB non-volatile
internal memory
- Water resistant

MyChron Light TG is a compact
digital laptimer designed for
motorcycle and car racing.

PERFECT FOR
MOTORCYCLES, CARS,
TRACK DAYS AND
HOT LAPS.

It's a
mounts
dlebars
dash of

portable laptimer that
"on board" on the hanof a motorcycle or the
a race car.

MyChron laptimers have been
considered standard equipment
in motorcycle racing for nearly a
decade.

MyChron Light TG is simply designed to be the best laptimer on
the marketplace: it’s widely quoted as a great tool for monitoring
the driver’s performance.
“From an informational stand
point, segment times are an accurate way to determine a rider’s
specific strengths and whether or
not adjustments are needed.”
Conrad Young,
AMA Supercross/Motocross
Timing and Scoring Manager.

The optional USB cable (300
kb/sec) will allow the user to
download data to a PC and use
the LightAnalyzer to review the
data.

- Water resistant, wide
display with backlight
- RPM graphical and
numerical view
- Configurable RPM scaling
- 1 speed and up 4 analog
channels
- Gear number: calculated
or sampled from
“on-board” sensor
- 10 shift lights:
Green - Yellow – Red
- 4 freely configurable
max/min alarm lights
- Lap times – configurable
Split times, through
infrared RX TX
- Internal data acquisition
system with 8 MB non
volatile memory
- Total and partial
(resettable) odometer

Segment Timing Used by the
AMA

One benefit of the segment
system is to help teams better
analyze bike set-up and make
competitive adjustments by isolating distinct sections of a race
track.
For example, a team can determine how its rider is doing specifically in the whoop section compared to other riders.

"..the ticket to faster
lap times"

RPM, speed, lateral accelerometer (external gyro sensor for
bikes) using a last generation
software.

SIMPLE,
USER FRIENDLY, COST
EFFECTIVE DASH
LOGGER.

It also includes 4 fully configurable analog inputs:
temperature (thermocouples thermoresistors), pressure (Oil –
Fuel - Airbox), potentiometers
(pedals or steering angle), lambdas, on-board and custom sensors.
With a beautiful display, MyChron
3 Gold features a backlight and a
high speed USB data download

to a PC: these data may be analyzed with the AIM Race Studio 2
software.
With 8 MB of memory, the
MyChron 3 Gold can record a
huge amount of data.
Its internal lateral g-sensor lets
you create the track map, when
you download the data to your
PC.

"MyChron Gold data
logger puts the power
of information in the
palm of your hand"
Matt King

MYCHRON3 XG LOG

FORMULA STEERING WHEEL

FEATURES

- Water resistant, wide display
with backlight
- RPM graphical and numerical
view
- Configurable RPM scaling
(from 4000 to 20000
end of scale)
- 2 speeds and up to 5 analog
channels
- Gear number: calculated or
sampled from “on-board”
sensor
- CAN protocol for external
“expansion modules”
- 10 shift lights:
Green - Yellow – Red
- 4 freely configurable max/min
alarm lights
- Lap times – configurable
Split times, through infrared
RX TX
- Internal data acquisition
system with 8 MB
non volatile memory
- Total and partial (reset table)
odometer

MyChron3 XG Log is a compact,
high value-for-money gauge,
particularly suited to be installed on the steering wheel.

THE IDEAL DASH
FOR STEERING WHEEL
INSTALLATION

Thanks to its lightweight dash
and external “junction box”,
MyChron 3 XG LOG is extremely
versatile: can be applied in touring cars as well as formula cars.
The “Junction box” includes a
lateral g-sensor for track mapping.

Top of technology, best of style
The newest AIM Formula steering
wheel with integrated dash is a
powerful tool specifically designed
for Formula and Sport cars. Using
the CAN-bus to communicate with
AIM EVO3 data logger (Pista or
Pro versions), that becomes an
essential equipment, the new
Formula steering wheel receives
and displays all values coming
from the ECU. This permits the
driver a real time monitoring.
Thanks to its integrated and back
lighted display, you’ll have at a
glance:
• Lap time and lap number
• Speed or RPM graphical view

… Moreover you can choose to
show two by two 4 channels between all the available ones. Using
the red "Function buttons" you
can switch between the channels.
You’ll have at a glance water temperature and oil pressure, but you
can choose all the values you
need: i.e. battery, potentiometers,
lambdas, etc.

Technology in your hands

Easy Connection Technology
through CAN or RS232 to your
ECU to receive a huge amount
of information.

The new Formula steering wheel
has got many other features:
• 4 configurable alarm leds
• Configurable shift lights

... and of course the switch button
to remote 4 functions among all
options available in your car, like
neutral, radio, speed limiter,
launch control, water dispenser
for driver, rain backlight, etc.
AIM Formula Steering Wheel is not
only the top of technology but
with anodized aluminium chassis
and a sport design it shows an
amazing "racing" look which adds
an aggressive touch to your car.

Maximum grip is guaranteed by its
ergonomic shape and its finishing
with hand-sewn shammy leather.

AIM Formula Steering Wheel is
engineered to maximize the driver
comfort and - of course - is waterproof.

EVO4

FEATURES

- 5 fully configurable
analog channels
- 2 speed channels
- 1 digital RPM channel
- 1 tri-axial internal accelerometer
- Integrated GPS module
- Lap time (magnetic/optical lap
and GPS lap)
- CAN protocol for external
expansion modules
- ECU Interface
- 5 KHz total sampling frequency
- USB cable for data download
- Memory: 8 Mb
- External power: 8-16 V

- Compact size: 106x41x33 mm
- Weight:240g
- Waterpoof IP67

NEW
EVO4 IS THE NEW AIM
LOGGER

Complete
With 5 fully configurable analog
channels, integrated GPS module
and tri-axial accelerometer,
EVO4 gives the driver all key
information for best vehicle
tuning and driving technique
improvement.
EVO4 provides all information
coming from sensors together
with data deriving from Engine
Control Units (ECU’s), as well as
two wheel speeds.
Modular
CAN output connects EVO4 to all
AIM products: from simple
dashes to Formula steering
wheel, from additional devices
(like TC Hub, the thermocouples
multiplier, and Channel
Expansion, the channels multiplier) to LCU-ONE lambda controller.
Moreover EVO4 can be connected to MemoryKey for easy and
immediate data download and
transfer to Pc.

Compact
Thanks to its small dimensions
(105x40x33 mm) EVO4 fits car
as well as bike installations.

High-value-for-money
In spite of its winning characteristics, EVO4 has a very competitive price: all this leads to an
incomparable price/quality ratio
among all data loggers currently
available on the market.
EVO4 is supplied with
RaceStudio2 software, a powerful tool for configuration and
analysis that allows users to
customize the logger accordingly
to its needs and to display
acquired data on a Pc, using
tables, graphs, histograms, etc.

ECU interface
An extremely friendly installing
system (Easy Connection
Technology) allows EVO4 to
easily connect to a wide number
of the most popular ECU's in the
racing world.
Simply choose your ECU in our
wide configuration database:
with a CAN or RS232 connection
all values coming from your
engine are sampled and no
further sensor installation is
needed.

MXL

FEATURES

- System dimensions:
174 x 110 mm
- Display dimensions:
140 x 67 mm
- Rugged and lightweight
alluminium chassis
- Waterproof IP65
- External 9-15 V power supply
- From 128kb to 16 MB non
volatile internal memory
depending on the version
- From 8 to 16 analogue inputs
depending on the version
- RPM graphical and numerical
view
- 1 RPM digital input
- Configurable RPM scaling
(from 4000 to 22000 RPM)
- From 1 to 4 speed input(s)
depending on the version
- Gear number display:
calculated or sampled from
“on-board” sensor
- CAN protocol for external
“expansion modules”

MXL
High performance, modular
digital dash

WIDE DISPLAY DASH
LOGGER

MXL is one of the easiest way to
improve your driving performance: an all-in-one instrument that
merges all the functions of a
high level dash with an integrated professional data acquisition
system.
While running you can view and
monitor engine figures, speed,
lap time, gear number, etc...

And after your test you can easily download all stored data to
your PC - thanks to the (optional) DataKey - and analyze your
performance in many different
ways, thanks to data, graphs,
histograms and comparisons
between test and lap sessions.
MXL, being a modular system, is
part of a network of AIM products: it can be connected to up
to 12 LCU-ONE lambda control-

lers, to Channel Expansion (to
get 4 more channels), to TC Hub
(the Thermocouples multiplier),
to Data Hub (the CAN connection multiplier).
It can also be connected to the
newest AIM GPS module, able to
provide also automatic lap times
without beacon, and to DaVid
Video system to relive your race
on TV!
MXL includes a tachometer, 1
RPM input, 8 to 12 analogue
inputs (temperatures, pressures,
potentiometers, accelerometers,
gyros, lambdas, “on-board” and
custom sensors), 1 to 4 speed
inputs, gear and lap time.
With a beautiful and wide back
lighted display, MXL allows a
high speed USB data download
and analysis with the powerful
Race Studio 2 software.

MXL such as GPS module, lambda controller LCU-ONE or DaVid
video system.

Easy connection technology

MXL is an extremely
friendly installing
system.With a simple
cable you can sample
all values related to your engine.
MXL offers a very useful CAN or
RS232 connection to the most
common ECUs through a configuration database.

This means you can receive a
huge amount of data in the
easiest and safest way: RPM,
engine temperatures, throttle
position, Lambda values, pressures, gear number and many
other data are received, shown
and recorded without any further
sensor or installation problem.
MXL versions
MXL is available in 3 different
versions:

• PRO 05
(4 speeds, 12 analogue inputs,
Deutsch connectors), for professional, demanding racers looking
for excellence, who need the
most advanced technology.
It features 2 Deutsch
Connectors, 16 Megabytes internal memory, 4 speed channels,
12 configurable channels, sensors kit and infrared transmitter
and receiver
• PISTA
(1 speed, 8 analogue inputs,
AMP connectors) for professional, demanding racers and top
level amateurs: a valuable help

- 10 shift lights:
Green - Yellow – Red
- 6 freely configurable max/min
alarm lights
- Lap time – with up to 5
configurable Split times through infrared RX/TX
- Up to 2 kHz sampling
frequency (200 Hz for each
channel)
- Total and partial (resettable)
odometer
- USB cable for data download
and Race Studio 2 software
- Track mapping through internal
lateral g-sensor or using our
powerful GPS module

to analyze and optimize both
your and your vehicle’s performances. It features 8Megabytes
internal memory, 8 configurable
channels, sensors kit and infrared transmitter and receiver.

• STRADA
(same as Pista but without data
download) for bikers and car drivers needing a sophisticated
dash for road use.
It stores up to 250 laps with up
to 5 splits, maximum and minimum RPM, speed and two
custom channels.

DATA HUB
More information, less harness

CHANNEL EXPANSION

NEW

DATA HUB

This implies the presence of a great
number of cables.
To solve this problem, AIM developed Data Hub, the new CAN connection multiplier that works as an
interface between the AIM logger
(MXL/EVO3 Pro) and its peripheral
equipments.
Each Hub connects the logger with
four peripherals: i.e. LCU lambda
controller, GPS Module, DaVid
(Data Video recorder) and one or
more TC Hub (thermocouples multiplier). You can of course use more
Data Hub in series to have all connections you want.
Data Hub takes all the information
you need to your logger with only
one cable, minimizing wires overall. Data Hub is a quite useful tool,
suited to car engines as well as
bikes and even dragster engines.

Channel Expansion is the new
AIM channels multiplier that,
thanks to the CAN bus, allows the
user to increase the data logger
performances supplying four
additional channels.
Channel Expansion, in fact, has 4
analogue inputs (2 of which configurable as digital), that allows
the user to connect the four additional channels to the logger
using one only cable, this way
reducing cables need.
This simplification is particularly
helpful because signals coming
from rear sensors need usually to
be taken to a logger placed in the
vehicle interior.
- Dimensions:123x30x23 mm
- Weight: 97 g
- Sampling frequency:
programmable (max. 500 Hz,
depending on sensors)

TC HUB

The acquisition of all essential data
you need to evaluate your vehicle
performance needs the connection
of many peripherals to your data
logger.

- Dimensions:123x30x23mm
- Weight: 97 g
Waterproof IP65

MEMORY KEY

TC HUB CAN BUS
thermocouples multiplier.

TC Hub is the new thermocouples
multiplier.
Each TC Hub allows you to connect via CAN bus four additional
thermocouples to AIM loggers
(MXL / EVO3 Pro): you can of
course use more TC Hubs to have
all desired temperature sensors
at your disposal.
With TC Hub you can keep regularly under control exhaust gas
temperature of each cylinder in
addition to water, oil and under
spark ones. Moreover, thanks to
TC Hub, wires overall is reduced
to the minimum.

- Dimensions: 123x30x23mm
- Weight: 115 g
- Waterproof IP65

MEMORYKEY

MemoryKey is an extremely useful optional of AIM data loggers
(EVO3,EVO4,MXL): it allows an
immediate memorization of data
sampled during test or race sessions, as well as their transfer to
a Pc, where powerful Race Studio
2 software will analyse them.
Thanks to MemoryKey download
wait is no more needed for data
analysis: simply remove the Key
from the logger and connect it to
your Pc.

LCU-ONE LAMBDA CONTROLLERS

FEATURES

LCU-ONE CAN+ANALOG

- CAN connection + fully
configurable Analog output
- Lambda value and
Air/Fuel ratio
- Lambda probe temperature
and diagnosis
- User defined Stoichiometric
point

LCU-ONE CAN

- CAN connection
- User defined Stoichiometric
point
- Lambda value and Air/Fuel
ratio
- Lambda probe temperature
and diagnosis

- Compact size: 80x37x15 mm
LCU-ONE ANALOG

- Analog output (0-5 Volt)

Thanks to the dedicated
Lambda Configurator software,
LCU-ONE Analog can configure:

- User defined Stoichiometric
point
- Lambda value or Air/Fuel ratio
- Compact size: 80x37x15 mm

YOUR ENGINE UNDER
CONTROL

LCU-ONE
Lambda
controller
range of products allows you to
perfectly tune the carburetion of
your engine as well as keep it at
its best, appreciably improving
the performances of your engine.

All LCU-ONE products use a wide
band Bosch LSU 4.9 probe and
can detect punctual Lambda
value from 0.65 to 1.6,providing
an extremely precise measurement, very useful for engine
tuning.
Through the analysis of the
remaining oxygen, LCU-ONE products point out possible oxygen
excesses/lacks in the carburetion, providing an essential information for 2/4 strokes engine
tuning.

Configurability of Stoichiometric
ratio allows LCU-ONE to show A/F
ratio on petrol powered engines
as well as on diesel or on alternative fuel (bio fuel, ethanol) powered ones.
Extremely small sized and
lightweight, all LCU-ONE are
waterproof.

LCU-ONE range is available in
three different versions:

•LCU-ONE CAN
Uses a CAN bus and is extremely
easy to install

•LCU-ONE ANALOG
Uses a serial line for programming and an analog output proportional to lambda value.
To be even more user-friendly,
these two versions of LCU-ONE
switch on/off together with the
logger.

•LCU-ONE CAN +ANALOG
Is equipped with both CAN bus
and analog output

GPS MODULE

Fig.1: position and speed at any
point of track

Fig.2: analyze your performance
and understand your mistakes

A BREAKTHROUGH
IN SPORT CARS
AND BIKES TECHNICAL
ANALYSIS

We often think that GPS modules are only useful for map-tracking purposes while they can be
used to acquire much more
important data: from brakes
analysis to chassis information
and, of course, driver's behaviour on the track.

GPS module samples track data
together with speed and position
(including driver's errors):
connected to MXL, GPS module
allows to study the circuit map
(fig.1), monitoring your position
and speed at any point of the
track.

This enables you to analyze your
performance and understand
your mistakes (fig.2 clearly
displays a mistake in a chicane
due to late braking): a huge
amount of data, quite important
to improve your driving skills
and fine tune your car!

GPS also provides automatic
laptimes without beacon!

GPS module can be easily
connected to MXL and with EVO3
data logger.
And – last but not least - you
can easily export all these
®
information to Google Earth :
your performances on the track
reviewed through real, stunning
images.

Nurburgring track

GPS module acquires:
-

Position
Speed
Cornering Rate
Cornering in-line
and lateral-G
- Lap times

Export your GPS data and see your position in
®
GOOGLE EARTH!

SMARTYCAM CAMCORDER

SmartyCam can provide data
overlay in all sports activities:
from skiing to hang gliding, from
bike downhill to sailing,
SmartyCam is your mate,
recording your sport images and
technical data!

NEW
SMARTYCAM
THE ONLY CAMCORDER
WITH DATA OVERLAY
SmartyCam is the first DVD
quality video camera showing all
the data you need with a digital
and graphic overlay.
SmartyCam allows you to review
your racing (and freetime!) performances on your PC or TV,
merging crystal clear images
with graphical data coming from
its integrated GPS and three
axial accelerometer, from your
ECU or your AIM logger.
SmartyCam is:
A universal product
SmartyCam can be used in all
situations, on all kind of vehicles: in fact it can source data
simply from GPS ( speed, acce-

lerations, lap time, distances)
and/or directly from a huge
number of ECU via specific interfaces. You don’t need an AIM
logger to use it!
An all-in-one, complete
system
SmartyCam does all the job:
from real time compression to
memorisation and reproduction
of images with data overlay.
Moreover, movies can be easily
downloaded to a PC via memory
card or through a fast (480
Mbps) USB cable for DVD burning and TV review.

Configurable graphic overlay
Acquired data can be overlaid to
images in a virtually infinite variety
of formats, with a configurable
transparency level. The data you
need, the layout you like.
DVD quality video
SmartyCam allows you to record
digital DVD quality movies 720 x
400 pixels @ 30 fps with dual
channel audio.

Two audio channels
SmarytCam provides one internal microphone + one input for
external microphone.

Great memory capability
On a Micro SD card you can save
hours of movies, sounds and
data: ratio is 1 Giga = 1 Hour

Compact, handy and easy to
install
Small (122x47,5x46,5mm.) and
lightweight (just 280 g.),
SmartyCam is very easy to
install in your vehicle: you just
need to fix it using the support
included in the kit.

And can be used even out of the
car or on a bike: SmartyCam is
waterproof IP67.
Convenient Image preview
SmartyCam allows you to preview images in real time on its
LCD display, which helps you to
regularly point the video camera
on the framing you wish.

SmartyCam can be used in three different modes, visualizing a huge variety of data:

•
•
•
•
•

STAND ALONE

CONNECTED TO YOUR ECU

Position
Speed
Laptime
Distance
Track mapping

• All stand alone info + all
data provided by your
ECU

CONNECTED TO AN AIM
LOGGER

• All stand alone info + all info
coming from your logger, like:
• RPM
• More speeds
• Lambda value (via LCU-ONE)
• Engaged gear
• Temperatures
• Pressures

DAVID2 DATA VIDEO RECORDER

Small sized
(16.5x8.8x2.7 cm.)
Light weight
(318g.)

NEW
DAVID2
DATA VIDEO RECORDER
MUCH MORE THAN A
CAR CAMERA

DaVid2 is the first DVD quality
video camera connected via CAN
bus to a data logger.

DaVid2 merges images and
data, and allows you to review
immediately on the display – or
on your TV, comfortably seated
at home – your track performances.
It also samples and records
through the logger all the
technical data you need: you
can then see your sessions, correct your faults,improve your
driving technique and …why not,
enjoy yourself!
A complete instrument
DaVid2 is a self-sufficient
system: from in real time compression, to memorisation and
reproduction of images (H264
format) and acquired data.
Moreover, movies can be easily
downloaded to a PC via memory

card or through a fast (480
Mbps) USB cable for possible
DVD burning and TV review.

CAN bus connection
DaVid2 acquires data directly
from AIM logger (MXL, EVO3
Pista/Pro and EVO4) and GPS:
this leads to great connection
simplicity.

Configurable graphic overlay
Acquired data can be overlaid to
images in a virtually infinite
variety of formats, with a configurable transparency level.
A top quality display
DaVid2 can be used as a fully
configurable display: connected
to the logger, it shows all data

needed with the layout chosen
by the user.

DVD quality video + stereo
sound
DaVid2 allows you to record
digital DVD quality movies 720 x
400 pixels @ 30 fps with dual
channel audio.

Easy to use in any situation
DaVid2 allows you to see images
in real time – on its wide 480 x
272 LCD display – in any external visibility condition and to
easily point the video camera on
the frame you wish. DaVid2 is
waterproof IP67.

Great memory capability
On a compact flash memory
card you can save more than a
hour of movies, sounds and
acquired data for each Giga:
that means – for example more than 16 hours recording on
a normal 16 Giga compact flash.
Handy and easy to install
Small (6.49x3.46x1.08 inches)
and lightweight (only 320 g),
DaVid2 is very easy to install:
just fix the dock station to your
vehicle and DaVid2 can be slipped on/off as desired.

DaVid2 is a lot more than a
car camera: it’s a real portable multimedia video system!

MYCHRON4 660

THE EVOLUTION
OF MYCHRON3 660,
FOR JR. DRAGSTERS
FINE TUNING

JUNIOR DRAGSTERS

The new MyChron4 660 expands
the already huge range of features which made MyChron3 660
the most powerful data logger
and gauge specifically designed
for jr. drag racing, and allows a
better post run review thanks to
the newest graphical display.
Being
a
modular
system,
MyChron4 660 not only records
Engine RPM, Jack Shaft RPM,
Wheel Speed in MPH, Exhaust
Gas Temperature, Cylinder Head
Temperature, CVT, Overdrive
Percentage and Linear
Acceleration: thanks to additional
modules like LCU-ONE lambda
controller it can also record lambda values, assuring the best
carburetion and tuning of your
engine.
In a word, the best performance
of your jr. dragster.
All legal by current NHRA rules.
The MPH is calculated by jack
shaft RPM and final ratio, CVT
and overdrive percentage are
product of engine RPM and jack

shaft RPM, linear g-force is a
derivative of wheel speed or rate
of acceleration.
Each channel is recorded 50
times per second (50Hz).

It offers a lot of features for
better evaluating the behaviour of your Jr Dragster:

Steady Stage
MyChron4 660 has an RPM
display stabilizer: automatically
invoked below 5000 RPM, the
RPM stabilizer will slow and average the engine RPM on the
display.
The result is a much more steady
and consistent number for your
carburetor tuning.
Real Time Display
In the real time view the Engine
RPM's are displayed as large digital numbers, smooth and steady.
You can also see both your cylinder head temperature and your
exhaust gas temperature, labeled
CHT, EGT and lambda value.

Post Run Review
Pressing a single button, you'll
get your maximum engine RPM,
maximum jack shaft RPM,
maximum temperatures, total
recorded run time and much
more. And – as an evolution vs.
MyChron3 660 – you’ll get a clearest graphical display of RPM and
jack shaft, as well as Exhaust Gas
and Cylinder Head Temperatures,
and even CVT and Overdrive
channels.

All data are easily downloadable
to your PC via USB connection
thanks to DataKey, a compact
interface that collects data from
MyChron4 660 and transfers
them to the PC.
Drag Racing Software
We have written new software
specific to analyzing drag racing
data, QMAn.
We've focused on usability and
ease of use, minimizing the num-

ber of clicks it takes for you to
get the information you need,
and get it quickly.

Built in Clock and Calendar
We've built a clock and calendar
into every MyChron4 660, not to
replace your desk clock, but to
time and date stamp every run
you make.

MXL QM

DRAG RACING

EVO3 QM

-

DRAG RACING

FEATURES

FEATURES

- System dimensions:
100 x 71 x 38 mm
- Weight: 400 g
- Waterproof IP65
- Internal bi-axial accelerometer
5g / +5g
- Sampling frequency:
5 kHz
- 1 digital RPM channel
- From 8 to 12 configurable
analogue channels (temperatu
res, pressures, potentiometers,
Lambda, ‘on-board’ and
custom sensors), depending on
the version
- Up to 4 speed channels
depending on the version
- 8 MB non-volatile internal
memory
- DragOn, QMAn software
- USB cable
- 8-16 V external power
- Up to 60000 RPM with
configurable RPM scaling

System dimensions: 174x110 mm
Display dimensions: 140x67 mm
Waterproof IP65
RPM graphical and numerical view
Configurable RPM scaling
(from 4000 to 22000)
- Gear number: calculated or
sampled from “on-board”
sensor
- 10 shift lights:
Green - Yellow – Red
- 6 freely configurable max/min
alarm lights
- Internal data acquisition
system with 8 MB non volatile
memory
- Up to 2 kHz sampling frequency
(200 Hz for each channel)
- Up to 4 speed inputs
- Up to 12 analogue channels
- Additional channels through ECU
interface (via CAN bus or RS232)
- Proprietary AIM CAN bus interface
with virtually infinite LCU-ONE lambda
controllers and/or DaVid Video System.

After the great success of
MyChron3 660, AIM makes a
big step forward.

MXL QM and EVO3 QM have been
engineered specifically for drag
races, to help increasing your dragster reliability and overall performance. Both are modular systems:
they can be interfaced (via proprietary CAN bus) with up to 12 AIM
LCU-ONE as well as with AIM DaVid
(Data Video Recording System).
AIM QMAn, the powerful software
properly developed by AIM for
these products, lets you create
your personal ET database and
analyse performance data.
Of course, either MXL QM and
EVO3 QM start with a manual
switch - following NHRA rules - and
store runs and not laps.
MXL QM
Designed and developed the
potential of a high tech logger like
MXL, one of the world's most suc-

cessful data acquisition system.
High performance digital dash with
plenty of channels and the easiest
connection to the most important
ECUs on the market, based on
eighth mile and quarter mile competition.
It samples RPM, up to 4 speed
inputs, up to 12 analogue channels
and additional channels through
ECU interface (via CAN bus or
RS232). Moreover it can be easily
configured using the dedicated
DragOn software.
All data are stored in the 8 MB
internal memory and can be downloaded to a PC through USB connection (using both the USB cable
or the optional DataKey).

Data of an entire racing week-end
can be reviewed directly on the
wide backlighted display, for immediate evaluation of the most important measures.
There is virtually no limit to the
number of sensors you can connect

to MXL QM: engine rpm, clutch
rpm, driveshaft rpm, speed sensors, k-thermocouples, thermo
resistors, pressure transducers for
oil, water and brake, potentiometers, accelerometers, gyrometers.

EVO3 QM can log RPM, up to 4
speed inputs, up to 12 analogue
inputs and a lot of additional
channels using an ECU interface
(via CAN bus or RS232).
Its configuration is easily performed through DragOn, the software properly developed by AIM
to configure this logger.

All data are stored in the 8 MB
flash internal memory and can be
downloaded to a PC through USB
connection (using both the USB
cable or the optional DataKey).
EVO3 QM is available in two
different versions:

EVO3 QM Pista helps to analyse
and optimize both dragster and

racer's performances. Thanks to
its 8 MB internal memory, 8 configurable channels, sensors included in the kit, EVO3 Pista is a
truly complete data logger.
For demanding pro drivers, looking for more channels and top
performance.

EVO3 QM PRO is equipped with
8 MB internal memory, Deutsch
connectors, 4 speed channels, 12
configurable channels and additional sensors included in the kit.

A very flexible system
EVO3 QM connects to any kind of
sensor: engine rpm, clutch rpm,
driveshaft rpm as well as speed
sensors, k-thermocouples, thermo resistors, pressure transducers for oil, water and brake,
potentiometers, accelerometers
and gyrometers.
Software
The whole dragster software
suite (DragOn and QMAn) is

included free of charge in EVO3
QM kit.
They allow you to configure the
system and to analyze yours and

you dragster performances in a
lot of different ways, thanks to
different data visualizations,
graphs, histograms and comparisons between runs.

MYTACH
GPS SPORT TRAINER

MULTICHRON

NEW
-

FEATURES

MultiChron stopwatch is a versatile hand-held digital lap timer
suited for any racing situation
that tracks up to four different
racers simultaneously.

Shockproof case
Wide anti-scratch display
Easy-reading digital characters
Big pushbuttons
Enhanced GPS antenna for a
steady optimal reception
- Adjustable hypoallergenic rubber
strap
- Ergonomic design

Its generous memory lets quickly
see best laps and scroll through
all of the laps to review the race
up to 99 laps per driver.
And up to 9 splits per competitor
per lap.

- Dimensions 67x52x18.9mm
- Weight 82g

MyTach is a personal training tool
that supplies information useful to
monitor and improve sport performance, like speed, run distance
and lap time.
Thanks to its integrated GPS receiver these and many other data are
sampled with no need of additional
sensors.

Target
MyTach has been designed for both
sport amateurs and professionals.
It’s an easy to use, robust, compact logger that fits open air sport
activities.

The innovative FCHS (Fast
Connection High Sensitivity)
technology guarantees satellite
signals acquisition time in (generally) less than 30 sec. and a proper working even where satellite
signals are generally low (i.e.
under trees, in river rapids, etc.)

Its winning features
Ultra fast satellite signals acquisition and great precision also in critical conditions
Customization:
desired information can be organized in fully configurable pages

Long lasting batteries: about
nine hours autonomy with GPS On.

Sport Agenda software: it allows
an easy analysis of run splits as
well as sport season summary.

Total performance control
With MyTach it is possible to record
data concerning the sport performances and download them on a
PC, where they can be analyzed
with the specific software freely
downloadable from this website
Moreover, thanks to Google Earth ®
it is possible to map routes through
real images
THANKS TO ITS FEATURES,
MYTACH CAN BE USED EVEN IN
A NUMBER OF OTHER SPORT
ACTIVITIES

With a rugged, attractive case,
and bright display, MultiChron is
available in various colors including Titanium, Black, Yellow, Red
(translucent) and Blue (translucent).
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TIMES UP TO 4
RACERS AT ONE
TIME
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